
Making a Peek-a-Boo box 
This just shows how a glass dome can be added to a tin box to create a box you can see in to. 

Start with any kind of tin box. 

 
Draw a circle in the center of the box lid, or wherever you choose to place the dome. 

Start a hole by punching the lid with a screwdriver. Make a big enough hole to get the tip of 

the tin snips in to start cutting. Cut a circle just smaller than the glass dome.   

  

Fold the metal cuts to the inside and hammer flat. BE CAREFUL!! 

METAL EDGES ARE SHARP!! 
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Supplies: 

1 tin box 

Glass dome, model is 35mm 

Tin snips 

Screwdriver  

Hammer 

Polymer Clay, optional 

Felt, Optional 



Line the inside of the box lid with polymer clay or felt,with either one you will need to use a 

white glue like SOBO or Elmer’s to bond the clay or felt to the metal. Model is Polymer clay. 

Cut a ring of clay/felt glue to the front side of the box. With the clay: nudge the clay around 

the edges to cover the metal edge. With the felt stitch or glue the edges together. 

 

   

 

 

Set the glass dome using polymer clay as a bezel around the dome. 

 

At this point you can cover the box 

with clay or beadwork. The dome can 

be attached at any point in your 

process.  

If you want to make a Peek-a –Boo 

box for future use then the dome can 

be glued on or set with clay, as below. 

The box can be lined and treasures 

glued into the box or it can just be a 

trinket box.  



Notes: 

I used some random spiral ropes to demonstrate securing the Glass Dome. The dome can be 

secured at any point that works for your application.  

If you are Beadweaving, like with Mikki Ferugiaro’s tutorials to cover the round chocolate box, 

the dome will get bezelled with the beadweaving. Her tutorial uses a round box with the dome 

built into the box. This tutorial just shows you how to make a box with a glass dome. How you 

cover it is up to you! 

Have fun!  
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